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ABSTRACT. With each infinite cardinal o>   is associated a topological semi-

ring F , whose underlying space is finite complement topology on the set of all

ordinals less than co , and whose operations are the natural sum and natural
r*

product defined by Hessenberg. The theory of the semirings C,XX) of maps from

a space X into F^ is developed in close analogy with the theory of the ring

C(X) of continuous real-valued functions; the analogy is not on the surface alone,

but may be pursued in great detail. With each semiring a structure space is

associated; the structure space of C.XX) for sufficiently large co   will be the Wall-

man compactification of X. The classes of oj^-entire and oj^-total spaces, which

are respectively analogues of realcompact and pseudocompact spaces, are examined,

and an ta^-entire extension analogous to the Hewitt realcompactification is con-

structed with the property (not possessed by the Wallman compactification) that

every map between spaces has a unique extension to their o> -entire extensions.

The semiring of functions of compact-small support is considered, and shown to

be related to the locally compact-small spaces in the same way that the ring of

functions of compact support is related to locally compact spaces.

1. Introduction. The study of the T^ compactifications of a given space is

an uncharted wilderness in which a few paths have been cleared. There have

been no general techniques comparable in power and in scope to those techniques

that have been developed for Hausdorff compactifications. The absence of such

general methods is undoubtedly due to the extreme variety of Tj compactifications

that can exist. In contrast to the Hausdorff case there is no upper limit on their

cardinality, and the topological properties that they may possess are practically

unlimited.

In the theory of Hausdorff compactifications there are two spaces that play

a fundamental role; the unit interval I and the real line R. The role of I is as

a universal embedding space; the compact Hausdorff spaces are the closed sub-

spaces of products of I. It is known that no space can serve this role for all

compact Tj spaces. The problem is appropriately reformulated in [HSl] so

that a solution does exist; the resulting theory of universal spaces is best

possible in an appropriate sense. The role of R is most clear in the theory of
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rings of continuous functions, in which its algebraic structure plays a primary

role, and compactifications are studied as maximal ideal spaces of rings of con-

tinuous functions. It is this method of examining Hausdorff compactifications

that is the model for the present method.

With each infinite cardinal (= initial ordinal) ta^ is associated a topological

semiring     , whose underlying space is a finite complement space on the set of

ordinals less than o ^. The theory of the semirings C^(X) of continuous functions

from a space X into F^ bears a close analogy to the theory of the ring C(X)

of continuous real-valued functions. The analogy is not on the surface alone, but

may be pursued in great detail.

With each semiring is associated a structure space (of m -ideals, which are

maximal with respect to a natural property). For sufficiently large a>^ the

structure space of C^(X) will be the Wallman compactification of X. The relation-

ship of the theory of maximal filters consisting of the zero sets of a semiring

C^(X) to that of maximal m-ideals parallels in many ways the relationship of the

theory of z-ultrafilters to that of maximal ideals in C(X).

The most surprising results appear in connection with ca^-entire spaces,

which are analogues of realcompact spaces, defined in terms of maximal m-ideals

in C^(X) just as realcompact spaces are defined in terms of maximal ideals in

C(X). The property is closed hereditary, productive, and intersective. Much

more significantly, it can be shown that the analogue of the process of Hewitt

realcompactification leads to a minimal cu^ -entire subspace V ̂  X of the Wallman

compactification; the significance is that, although Wallman compactification is

functorial only for restrictive classes of maps, and epireflective only under still

further restriction, the assignment X —♦ W^X is an epireflection from the category

of spaces and maps to the category of cu^-entire spaces and maps.

The final section examines the Tj analogue of locally compact spaces, the

locally compact-small spaces. The ring of functions of compact-small support

plays here a role analogous to the role of functions with compact support in

C(X); more specifically, the analogy is with the functions of small support in

C(X).

In a later paper a complete theory in terms of which any Tj compactification

of a space may be obtained algebraically from an appropriate C^(X) will be ex-

hibited. The method is based upon an extension of the notion of a homomorphism.

There are two fundamental reasons for studying Tj spaces through semi-

rings. The first is that such study leads to the examination and study of inter-

esting classes of spaces whose specific properties have not previously been

noted; this is the case for the eu^-entire spaces and the locally compact-small

spaces, for example. This approach sheds light upon the map extension problem,
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which is very difficult in the absence of regularity and in the absence of the

Hausdorff condition. Another justification for the study is that it may also shed

light upon the theory of rings of continuous functions by reverse analogy. The

more set-theoretical arguments used in the study of C^(X) help us to understand

which arguments about rings C(X) involve in an essential manner the properties

of the real line, and which are more purely a result only of the abstract setting

of the results.

Throughout the remainder of this paper the term space shall mean a Tj topo—

logical space and the term map shall mean a continuous function between spaces.

The symbol crdn X represents the cardinal number of the set X.

Since there will be no occasion to do so in the body of the paper, it is ap-

propriate to refer now to Hewitt's epoch-making paper [HW], It has been the

primary influence on the present work, which may best be conceived as an attempt

to begin to realize for T l spaces the ideal set forth by Hewitt "that by utilizing

appropriate algebraic techniques ... some progress may be made toward establishing

general methods for the solution of topological problems." The theory of C^(X)

as herein developed is only a pale shadowing of the theory of C(X) as developed

in [HW] and [Gj]; perhaps the simple structure of      in comparison with the

rich structure of R makes only a pale shadowing possible. Certainly a vigorous

examination of the properties of the ordered topological semirings      and C^(X)

will strengthen this shadowing and should be made. None is attempted here.

2. The topological semirings F^. A semiring is a set 5 with two binary

associative commutative operations, addition and multiplication, with identities

0 and 1 respectively, such that multiplication distributes over addition. A topo-

logical semiring is a semiring 5 with a topology under which addition and multi--

plication are continuous as maps from 5x5 into 5.

Let oj   be an infinite cardinal, and let F   be the space of all ordinals less
/— /—

than co^ taken with finite complement topology. There are very natural operations

on      under which it becomes a topological semiring. Recall ([SP, p. 323] or

[KE, p. 109]) that every ordinal 4 0 has a unique natural representation in the

form <un 1 ml + • • • + a)QTmr, where f j, • • • , f' are strictly decreasing ordinals

and «j, ••• , mf are positive integers. The natural sum and the natural product

are defined just as for polynomials ([SP, p. 366] or [KE p. 109]), with the stipula-

tion that addition of exponents during multiplication is natural addition. These

are commutative associative operations, multiplication distributes over addition,

and there are identities 0 and 1. Also the degree of a nonzero ordinal is defined

as the highest exponent that appears in its representation.

An initial ordinal co^ for p > 0 is an f-number [SP, p. 397], which means

that <un ̂  = co . It follows that F   can be thought of as the collection of
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ordinals of degree less than a ^ (with 0 added). It is now readily shown that

is a semiring under these operations. It is worth noting that F^ may be embedded

into an integral domain, by extending the operations to allow arbitrary integer

coefficients. The field of quotients of this integral domain has been examined by

Sikorski [SIl],[SI2]; see [HS2] for other references and applications.

To see that F^ is a topological semiring observe that the equations a + b =

c and ab = c have only finitely many solutions [KE, p. 110]; thus the inverse

image of every finite set is finite, under addition or multiplication.

It should be noted that the usual ordering of F^ is compatible with the al-

gebraic operations, so that F^ is an ordered topological semiring. However,

the order structure seems to play a lesser role in the theory herein developed,

perhaps due to the nonarchimedean character of F^ when p 4- 0.

3. The function semirings C^(X). Given any space X the collection

C^iX) of maps from X into F^ forms a semiring. Such maps must be examined

in connection with the associated partition {fXfbc)): x e X}.

3.1. A function /: X —* F^ is a map if and only if the associated partition

consists of closed sets.

A partition of the space X into no more than oj^ closed subsets is called

an a>^-partition of X.

3.2. Every tu^-partition of a space is the associated partition of some

/ e C/X(X). The associated partitions of / and g are equal if and only if there

is a permutation b of F^ such that hf = g.

The concept of frechet character introduced in [HSl] is an invariant similar

to cardinality in that its particular value is not usually of primary interest, but

its consideration is essential in many contexts.

The partition character prtn B of a closed subset B of X is the least

cardinal m for which B belongs to a partition of X into no more than m closed

sets; the partition character prtn fB of a collection fB of closed sets is the su-

premum of prtn B over all B e fB. The frechet character fchr X of the space X

is the least partition character of a closed base for X. The empty space is

assigned frechet character 0.

3-3. A space has frechet character 1 if and only if it is a one-point space.

3.4. If crdn X > 1 and fchr X is finite then fchr X = 2; equivalently the

space has a base of open-and -closed sets.

3.5. If fB is any collection of closed subsets of X then prtn fB < crdn X.

In particular, fchr X < crdn X.

3.6. For each a>„ , fchr F„ = <u„ .

The connection between fre'chet character and C (X) is given in the follow-

ing results.
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3.7. If B C X is closed then prtn B < co^ if and only if there is a map yß:

X -»such that B = Xß(0).

3.8. A space has fre'chet character < if and only if it has the weak top-

ology of C^(X); equivalently, it is homeomorphic to some subspace of a product

of copies of F^.

In the computation of frechet character the following results are essential.

3.9. For each space X, fchr X = sup {fchr A: A C X}.

3.10. For each family {Xa} of spaces, fchr ITXa = sup {fchr Xa: Xa e jXa!|.

For a completely regular space the zero set of a function in C(X) can be

considered as the zero set of a function in C^(X), where      = C is the cardinality

of R; thus the following result.

3.11. The fre'chet character of a completely regular space is not greater than C

3.12. Remark. It is not difficult to see that the fre'chet character of a com-

pletely regular space is not greater than the fre'chet character of R. The compact

connected space R has no cu0-partitions [BU, p. 213], thus fchr R > o>v

whether equality holds is unkown to the author; it seems likely that fchr R = crdn R

4. Ideals and homomorphisms. Some properties of ideals and homomorphisms

in semirings that are frequently useful are collected here. The present paper makes

essential use only of m-ideals, which are discussed in §5.

An ideal in a semiring 5 is a subset I such that S(I + I) C /. A congruence

on S is an equivalence relation a, such that if a = b and c = d then a + c =

b + d and ac = bd. A bomomorphism from the semiring S to the semiring T is a

function     S -» T such that *(« + b) = ¥(«) + ¥(*>), W(flfe) = ¥(a)¥(0), <P(0),= 0,

and V(l) = 1. An isomorphism is a bijective homomorphism.

4.1. If / is an ideal in S then the relation =,, given by a ={b if there are

c, d € I with a + c = b + d, is a congruence.

4.2. If = is a congruence on S and S/= is the set of equivalence classes,

then S/= is a semiring under a/= + b/= = {a + b)/=, (a/=)(b/=) = (ab)/*, with

additive and multiplicative identities 0/= and 1/=, and the projection a —*a/=

is a semiring homomorphism. Also 0/= is an ideal in S.

4.3. If     S —♦ T is a homomorphism, then the relation       given by a =^b

if V/(a) =        is a congruence. The correspondence a/= —»l'(ß) is an isomor-

phism between S/= and the subsemiring V![S] of T.

The bijective correspondence that obtains in rings between ideals and con-

gruences need not hold in semirings, and thus the correspondence between ideals

and surjective homomorphisms does not hold either. For each congruence there

is the associated ideal 0/=. Now order congruences by inclusion as subsets of

S x 5, and define a minicongruence to be a congruence m that is minimum among

congruences having 0/= as associated ideal.
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4.4. The correspondence / -* =j is a bijection between ideals and mini-

congruences.

Proof. The only portion that requires proof is to show that ={ is a minicon-

gruence. Suppose to this end that 0/== /, and a =j b. Then there are c, d € 7

such that a + c = b + d. Now c = 0 and d = 0, thus a = a + c = b + d=b.

In terms of homomorphisms the analogues of minicongruences are minihomo-

morphisms. The homomorphism <p: S —* T is a minibomomorphism if whenever

S — R and <P*-(0) D <p~X0) then there is 0: T-»R with 0<p = 1». The following

result is easily shown.

4.5. The surjective homomorphism ^ is a minihomomorphism if and only if

= ̂ is a minicongruence.

5. Maximal m-ideals. The special type of ideal now to be introduced finds

essential application in the representation theorem for compact spaces.

An m-unit in the semiring S is an element a that is multiplicatively cancell-

able; that is, if ab = ac then b = c, for all b, c € S. If S is a ring the m-units

are the non-zero-divisors (the regular elements of [ZS]). An m-ideal is an ideal

which does not contain an m-unit.

5.1. For each a, b e 5 the product ab is an m-unit if and only if both a and b

are m-units.

5.2. The ideal Sa generated by a e S is an m-ideal if and only if a is not

an m-unit.

5.3. Remark. The ideal generated by two elements that are not m-units need

not be an m-ideal; for example the sum of two zero-divisors in a ring may be equal

to 1.

The following consequence of Zorn's lemma will be needed below.

5.4. Every m-ideal is contained in a maximal m-ideal.

5.5. If 7 is a maximal m-ideal and a, b € S then ab £ 7 if and only if a £ I

or b e 7.

6. The structure space. Every semiring has a space of maximal m-ideals, in

close analogy with the Stone structure space of a ring.

Let 501 be the collection of maximal m-ideals in S and for each a e S define

JKa = {M e 1: a e M\. It follows from 5-5 that %a U \ = tab for each a, b e S,

and thus \1Ha: a e S\ may be taken as closed base for a topology on 5D1. The usual

methods of proof [GJ, 7M] may be applied to demonstrate the following:

6.1. The set 3K with {3Ha : a e S\ as closed base is a compact space.

6.2. Remark. It is of interest to construct the structure space of maximal

m-ideals in the case when S is a ring. Since the collection of non-zero-divisors

need not form a ring, the space 21 need not be the (ordinary) maximal ideal space

of any subring of S. However, it can be shown without much difficulty
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(using [ZS, §10, pp. 223-224]) that the space 1 is homeomorphic to the maximal

ideal space of the total quotient ring S [ZS, p. 44].

6.3. Remark. In the special case when S is a ring C(X) of continuous real-

valued functions, the total quotient ring is considered in [FGL]; the m-units in

C(X) are precisely those functions f e C(X) for which (x: f(x) / 0\ is dense in X.

Equivalently, the zero set of / has empty interior.

7. The function semirings C^(X). The specific nature of the semirings

C^(X) will now be taken into consideration. The algebraic properties of the

elements of such semirings are in intimate relationship with their zero sets, just

as in the rings C(X).

If /: X — Fß define Zf = jx: /(x) = 0|; set Zß(x) = \Zf: f e CSx)]. The set-

theoretic operations involving zero sets of functions in C^(X) are readily described

algebraically in similar but simpler terms than for a ring C(X).

7.1. If /, g e cyx) then Z(/ + g) = Zf n Zg and Z(/g) = Zf tj Zg.

Before describing w-units in C^(X) algebraically a preliminary definition must

be made. Let cpx:     -»      be defined by <p,(0) = 1, <p,(8) = 8 for 8 ^ 0. Then

<£j is continuous and thus for each / e C^(X) the function /j = cßj e CdX).

7.2. For each / e Cß(X) ffl = /2.

7.3. The map / e C (X) is an ro-unit if and only if Zf = 0.

Proof. Suppose Zf = 0 If gf = hf for g, b e C (X) then for each x e X,

g(x)/(x) = Mx)/(x); since fix) ^ 0 and is embeddable in an integral domain

then g(x) = b(x). Thus g = A, so / is an w-unit.

Conversely, if / 6 C (X) is an m-unit then since ffl = f2 it follows that

/ = /j and thus Zf = 0.

7.4. Remark. In C(X) the functions with empty zero sets are the units; as

already mentioned in 6.3 the m-units are the functions with nowhere dense zero sets.

For each x e X define      = \f e Cß(X): f(x) » 0).

7.5. The collection M* is a maximal wz-ideal in C ,(X).

Proof. Clearly M* is an m-ideal. Now if g e CM(X) and g(x) ;fl 0 then

g(x) = 8 for some 8 e F - j0}. If <p: —»      interchanges 8 with 0 then

f = <f>g e M* and since Z/ n Zg = 0 then, by 7.1 and 7.3, f + g is an m-unit.

It now follows that M* is a maximal m-ideal.

An algebraic description of the inclusion relation for zero sets will now be

given.

7.6. The following are equivalent for /, g e C^(X).

(a) ZfZZg.

(b) Every maximal m-ideal that contains / also contains g.

(c) There is an m-unit / such that jg = fg.

(d) /,g=/g.

(e) For each b, k e Cß(X) if fb = fk then gh = gk.
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Proof. It follows as in the first part of the proof of 7.3 that (a) implies (e).

From 7.2 it follows that (e) implies (d) and since /j is an m-unit then (d) implies

(c). Now if (c) holds and M is a maximal zzz-ideal with f € M then fg = jg e M,

and from 5.5 and the fact that /' is an zzz-unit it follows that g e M. That (b)

implies (a) is immediate from 7-5.

7.7. Remark. The inclusion relationship of zero sets has an algebraic descrip-

tion in C(X): Zf CZg if and only if every maximal ideal that contains / also con-

tains g [GJ, 4A].

The following simply established result is frequently useful.

7.8. A closed subset B of X belongs to the associated partition of some

/ e C^(X) if and only if it belongs to Zß(X).

The sets A and B are separated by / e CjLx) if A C fHO) and B C f~(l).

The following result parallels [GJ, 1.15] and is used for the same purposes. The

present result is much more purely set-theoretic in nature, however.

7.9. Two sets are separated by some / e C^(X) if and only if they are con-

tained in disjoint zero sets of C(X).

Proof. By 7.8 two separated sets are contained in disjoint zero sets. Con-

versely, if A C Zg and B QZh with Zg O Zh = 0, form the ay-partition

|Zg, Zb\ U \g~{S) n /T(t): S^O^.S.te FJ, and define fiX-*Fß by fix) - 0

for x e Zg, /(x) = 1 for x e Zh, and by making arbitrary distinct choices of

elements of F^ 4 0, 1 for the other members of the partition.

The following result shows that the base \Mf: f e C (X)J of closed sets in

the maximal zn-ideal space of C^(X) is closed under finite intersection as well

as finite union.

7.10. If /, g e CAX) then JK, n *R =JH.+ .
<m tea

Proof. If M is a maximal m-ideal in C^(X) and M € JH^ f~> 7Rg then /, g e M,

thus / + g e M and so M e JH/+g. If M 4 JH, <~i Mlg then say M 4 %f, so f 4 M,
and thus there are k € M and A e C^(X) such that k + hf is an nz-unit. By 7.3

it follows that Z(k + hf) = 0. Now from 7.1 it follows that Zk f~l (Zb U Z/) = 0,

and thus Zk r\ Zf = 0, so ZA O Z/ n Zg = ZA O Z/+g = 0. Thus by 7.3

f + g + k is an zzz-unit and therefore f + g + k 4 M, so f + g 4 M, that is M ^ ^y+g'

8. m-ideals and Z^-fliters. There is a duality between a certain class of

m-ideals and a certain class of filters that follows closely the duality between

z-ideals and z-filters in a ring C(X).

If / is any subset of C^(X) one can form the collection Z[/] = \Zf: f e I] of

zero sets of functions in 7. If Z is any collection of zero sets of functions in

C^(X) one can form the collection 7[Z] = {/: Zf e Zj of functions whose zero set

belongs to Z. The collection Z^(X) = Z[C^(X)] is a lattice under the set-theo-

retic operations; a Z -filter is a filter on this lattice. The proofs of the following
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results follow those of the corresponding results in [GJ, Chapter 2].

8.1. The ideal / is an m-ideal in Cj,X) if and only if Z[ /] is a Z^-filter.

8.2. If F is a Z -filter on X then /[p] is an m-ideal in CÄX). If F = Z[/]

for any ideal / then / C /[F].

8.3. The correspondence F —»l[F] is a bijection between maximal Z^-filters

and maximal m-ideals.

8.4. Remark. The key to the above results is the set-theoretic description

in 7.3 of the m-units as the functions with empty zero set. Thes 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3

will hold in any subsemiring of C^(X) in which this description of m-units holds.

The most important class of ideals in C^(X) is the Z-ideals, which consists

of ideals / for which / - /[Z[/]]. Clearly, by 7.6 such ideals have an algebraic

description.

8.5. The ideal / is an m-ideal if and only if /[Z[/]] is an m-ideal.

8.6. Every maximal w-ideal is a Z^-ideal.

The most important property of Z ̂ -ideals is the following set-theoretic de-

scription of the associated congruence.

8.7. Let / be a Z^-ideal. Then / =, g if and only if there 'is b e 1 such that

f(x) = g(x) whenever b(x) = 0.

Proof. Suppose / is any ideal and /=jg. Then there are m, n e / such that

f + m = g + n. Now h = m + n € 1 and /(x) = g(x) whenever h{x) = 0.

Conversely suppose / is a Z^-ideal and there 'is b € I such that /(x) = g(x)

whenever h{x) = 0. Let m(x) = g(x) if b{x) £ 0 and =0 otherwise; let n{x) = /(x)

if h(x) £ 0 and =0 otherwise. Now rrf"(0) = <rT{0) U g~~{0) and if a £ 0, m~\a) =

g"~(a). Thus m is continuous, and Zm O Zh £ Z[/], so m e I. Similarly n is

continuous and « e /. Since / + m = g + n then / =j g.

8.8. Remark. This description of the congruence also holds for z-ideals in

C(X) [GJ, 5.4(a)]. It should be noted that Z^-ideals are partially ordered just as

z-ideals by the method of [GJ, 5.2]. However it does not appear that the quotient

semiring will be totally ordered in general. This is connected with the unsatis-

factory behavior of the concept of prime ideal; the analogue of [GJ, 2.9] does not

hold. The algebraic properties of the quotient semiring do behave properly for

maximal m-ideals, as the following result shows; the quotients are m-semifields,

in the sense that the nonzero elements are m-units.

8.9. Suppose / is a Z^-ideal and / € C^X) is an m-unit. Let <f>: C^iX) -»

C^(X)/7. Then <p(/) is an m-unit.

Proof. Suppose <f>{f) <p(g) = <f>(f) cb(b). Then by 8.7 fg = fb on some Zm e

Z[/]. Since Zf = 0 it follows that g = b on Zm, and thus <p(g) = <f>(h).

8.10. If M is a maximal m-ideal then every nonzero element of CfJiX)/M is

an m-unit.
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Proof. Let rp: Cß(X) -»C^X)/Nl, and suppose <p(f) ̂  0. Then Zf 4 Z[M]

and thus Zf n Zg = 0 for some g e M.  Therefore f + g is an m-unit, and since

<p(/) = tp(/ + g), then rp(/) is an m-unit by 8.9.

8.11. It need not follow in an arbitrary semiring that 8.10 holds for a maximal

m-ideal. Also C^(X)/M may have the property expressed even when M is not an

tfz-ideal; for example, M may be a maximal ideal.

9. The Wallman compactification. The structure spaces of the semirings

C (X) eventually all agree and give the Wallman compactification, although as will

be seen below they may give other compactifications for small tu^.

For each      let co^X be the maximal m-ideal space of C^(X) and define

tu^: X —»tu^X by (d^X) = p, where p is the index of the maximal m-ideal M*.

9.1. The pair Gu^X, w^) is a compact extension of X and is a compactifica-

tion if and only if fchr X < a>^.

Proof. To see that <oß is a map let / e C^X), so that      is a basic closed

set in tu^X. Then <u^ *— [3R^] = Zf.   Thus cuA is a map and moreover it is an em-

bedding if and only if Zj,X) is a base for closed sets in X; that is, if and only

if fchr X < Op. Finally, tu^JX] is dense in <u^X, since if cy^[X] C %j for some

/ e C^(X) then / = 0, and thus     = oi^X, since 0 belongs to every ideal in C^(X).

A topological characterization of the pair (ty^, cj^) will now be given in

terms of the theory of structures [HS3]. A filter y on X is ca^cauchy if it con-

tains a member of every finite open cover of X by complements of sets in Z^(X).

If A is a filter on X the zero bull of A is [A]„ = {A e A: there is / e C„(X) with

Zf e A and Zf CA], and the cozero kernel of A is (k)fl = \ A e A: there is

g e CM(X) with X - Zg e A and X - Zg CA}.

9.2. A filter y on X is minimal tu^-cauchy if and only if it is the cozero

kernel of same maximal Z^-filter.

Proof. Suppose y is the cozero kernel of some maximal Z^-filter \p.

Suppose U (X - Zf.) = X; then D Zf. = 0 and thus some Zf. 4 kp, so Zf. n Zg

= 0 for some Zg e A**, and then X - Zf. e y. Therefore y is ay-cauchy. Now

suppose v C y and v is cauchy. If A e y there are /, g e CW(X) so that Z/ C

X-Zg CA and Zf e A*. Now since vCy C A" and X-Z/ ^ A" then X-Zf 4v

and thus X - Zg e i/, so A e i/. Therefore y is minimal eu^-cauchy.

Conversely suppose y is a minimal «ty-cauchy filter. Set A = {A: there are

/; £ C^(X) with X - Z/\ 4 y and H Z/\ C A j. Since y is a cauchy filter it

follows that A is in fact a Z,-filter. Thus A is in a maximal Z -filter A*. Now

if A e (Xp)ß then there are f, g e C^X) with A Z> X - Zg D Z/ e Ap, and since

X - Zf 4 y and y is «u^-cauchy then X - Zg e y and hence A e y. Thus (.A*)^

C y. By the preceding paragraph (kp)/J, is cauchy and since y is minimal cauchy

then <A")/X=y.
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9.3. The subsets <u„[A] and tu„tß] have disjoint closures in o„X if and

only if A and B are separated by some / e C^(X).

Proof. The sets Jlly = {p: f e Mp} = cl^ x (co^Zß) form a base for closed

sets in o^X. If A and B are separated by / e Cj,X) then by 7.9 they are con-

tained in disjoint zero sets and thus their closures in a^X must be disjoint.

Conversely if their closures are disjoint then since (o^X is compact the closures

must be contained in disjoint finite intersections of closed sets, so by 7.10 and

7.1 the given sets are contained in disjoint zero sets and hence are separated by

some / e C^(X) in view of 7.9.

9.4. The compactification (co^X, <y^) of X is the strict topological extension

with the trace system of minimal cauchy filters on X.

Proof. It is clear from 9.3 that the trace filters are the cozero kernels of

maximal Z -filters, thus by 9.2 they are the minimal <o -cauchy fiters. The

extension is strict, since the collection of closures of zero sets is a base.

The wallman character of a space X, written wehr X, is defined as the least

cardinal o>^ such that every pair of disjoint closed sets are separated by some

/ e C^(X). The Wallman compactification of X is described in [HS5], along with

its properties useful in proving 9-6 below.

9.5. For each X, fchr X < wehr X < erdn X.

9.6. The pair (w^X, ca^) is the Wallman compactification (<uX, <u) of X if

and only if wehr X < <a,,.
— r

Proof. If (co^X, co^ is the Wallman compactification then by 9.3 it follows

that wehr X < cü^.

Conversely suppose wehr X < io . Equality will be shown by examining the

trace filters. The trace filters of the Wallman compactification are the open

kernels of maximal closed filters, that is, the cozero kernels of maximal Zv-

filters for large enough av, for example ov > erdn X. Given a maximal closed

filter A the assumed condition on separation of sets by G^(X) allows us to show

that [A]^ is a maximal Z^-filter and that ([X]v)v = ([A] } , which is a trace filter

for the compactification (co^X, cu^). On the other hand, given a maximal Z ̂ -filter

A* = [A*]^ it belongs to some (unique, in fact) maximal closed filter A = [A]v and

then [A]^ = kp and by the preceding argument (Xp)fl = (X)v, which is a trace filter

for the Wallman compactification.

9.7. Remark. The compactification (cj^X, <y^) is the Shanin compactification

[NG] corresponding to the base Z^(X) for closed sets (when fchr X < m^. Every

Shanin compactification may in fact be obtained as the structure space of an

appropriate subsemiring of some C^X); <u^>crdn X will suffice.

9.8. Counterexample. The compactification (cj^X, a^) is not described

uniquely by condition 9.3, even among strict compactifications. In fact a compact
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Space may be densely embeddable in another compact space satisfying that condi-

tion, even for cu„ > crdn X.

9.9. Counterexample. The wallman character may be strictly larger than the

frechet character. Consider the Tychonoff plank T [GJ, 8.20]. It has frechet

character 2, since the spaces N* and W* each have a base of open-and-closed

subsets. Now it can readily be shown by standard techniques that the compacti-

fication (canT, <aQ) is the space W* x N* and that every / e Cn(T) has a unique

extension to <un/ e Cn(tunT). The compactification a>nT is therefore not the

Wallman compactification of T; it is in fact the Stone-Cech compactification.

Since crdn T = cuj it follows readily that the Wallman compactification is the pair

(&)jX, cjj).

9.10. If X is compact and fchr X is infinite then fchr X = wehr X.

Proof. One need only observe that for a compact space disjoint closed sets

must be contained in disjoint members of any base that is closed under finite

intersection.

9.11. For each space X with fchr <uX infinite, wehr X < fchr cuX.

An ideal / in C^(X) if fixed if / CM* for some x e X. The following result

is easily shown.

9.12. Let fchr X < a . Then X is compact if and only if every (maximal)

m-ideal in C,,(X) is fixed,
p*

As an immediately corollary the following characterization theorem for com-

pact spaces can be given.

9-13. Let fchr X < <u^ and fchr Y < ay, where X and V are compact. Then

X and V are homeomorphic if and only if the semirings C^(X) and C^(Y) are

isomorphic.

10. ay-entire and ay total spaces. In the theory of the rings C(X) the real

maximal ideals, which are the maximal ideals M for which C(X)/M is the real

field, are a very important class of ideals. In the rings C^(X), a similar role is

played by the ay-entire ideals.

Let M be a maximal wz-ideal in C^(X), with quotient semiring Q and pro-

jection map $: C (X) —»Q. If /, g e C^(X) are constant functions with f A g,

then it follows from 8.7 that $(/) A $(g); thus the semiring Q contains a copy of

as the images of the constant functions. An oy-en/zre ideal is a maximal

w-ideal M for which this copy of F^ is the entire semiring Q; that is, every

function is congruent to a constant function. The space X is oy-ew/zVe if every

ay-entire ideal is fixed, and the space X is oy-ro/a/ if every maximal 02-ideal in

C„(X) is o>„-entire.

If /: X —► Y is a map and M is a maximal nz-ideal define / (M) = {g € C^(V): gf €M],
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10.1. If M is o>„-entire then /"(M) is a>„-entire.

Proof. Suppose q e C^(Y); then gf e C^CX) and thus since M is ay-entire

there is 8 e Fß with (g/T"(S) e Z[M] (using 8.7). Thus g~(8) e Z[f"(M)]. It

follows that if Zg intersects Z[f"(M)] then 5 = 0 and so g e /"(M). Therefore

/"(M) is a maximal Z,-ideal and is o>„-entire.

10.2. Remark. The analogue of 10.1 also holds in C(X); the image of a real

maximal ideal under the sharp mapping is a real maximal ideal. This allows the

improvement of a few proofs in [Gj]; for example, [GJ, Lemma 8.12] is not needed

for the alternative proof of [GJ, Theorem 8.11].

10.3. Let fchr X < <a„. If A C X is closed and X is o>„-entire then A is

o>,.-entire.

Proof. Suppose M is a o>^-entire ideal on A and let /: A —»X be the inclu-

sion map. Then /#(M) is ay-entire, so it is equal to Mx for some x e X, in view

of the assumed oy-entireness of X. Since A is closed it follows that x e A and

M = MX.

10.4. Let fchr Xa < ay for each a. e t. Then X = UaeiXa is ay-entire if

and only if each factor is a),,-entire.

Proof. Suppose each factor is ay-entire. Let M be a ay-entire ideal on X.

For each a. e t let üa: X —• Xa be the projection. Since each Xa is ay-entire

it follows that for each a e t there is x(a) e Xa with.II* (M) = Mx(a). Define

x e X by IIa(x) = x(a). Suppose B C X is closed with x 4 B. Then there are

closed sets Ba C Xa with 8CC = Ull~ [ßa] and x 4 C, for some finite set

of indices a. Now II£" [ßa] 6 Z[M] for each a, since from x 4 C there follows

x(a) = IIa(x) 4 Ba and thus Ba e Ztll^M)]. Thus C 4 M (since maximal m-ideals

are prime) and thus B 4 M. It follows that M = M*.

Conversely if X is ay-entire then each factor is ay-entire, since it is homeo-

morphic to a slice in X, which will be closed.

10.5. Let {Ya]aet be a collection of o>^-entire subspaces of Y, where

fchr Y<oy. Then Z= ClYa is o)^-entire.

Proof. Let M be an o>^-entire ideal in C^iZ). By 10.1 /* (M) is oy^-entire

for each a e i, where ja: Z -» Ya is the inclusion. Thus /* (M) = My(a) for

some y(a) e Ya, since Ya is aj^enitre. Now if a, ß e l and / e C^Y) then

/TW«))) e M and /TvW)» € Z[M], where /: Z —» Y is the inclusion.

Therefore, /(y(a)) = /(y(/3)) for each a, ß e I and thus y(a) = y(/3) for each

a, ß e t; the common value y is a point y of Z and clearly M = My.

10.6. A compact space is ay-entire for every ay.

10.7. Any space X is ay-entire for ay > crdn X.

Proof. When ay > crdn X the partition of X by singletons is a ay-partition.

Taking a function with this as associated partition it follows that an ay-entire ideal

raus,t contain a singleton member.
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10.8. Remark. In accordance with the above result the interest in o>,,-entire-

ness lies in examining the property for relatively low valued cardinals. It is clear

from 10.3 that spaces with very large cardinals may be ay-entire for very low ay.

10.9. Counterexample. The space W of [GJ, 5.12] is not a>n-entire. There

is precisely one free maximal ZQ-filter on W, generated by cofinal closed subsets

of W. Given any countable partition of W one of the sets is cofinal, and it follows

that the free filter is ay-entire.

Since ay-entireness is defined by only formal analogy with realcompactness,

it is rather surprising that the concepts bear essentially the same relation to

discreteness. Write Dv for the discrete space of cardinal a>„.

10.10. If ay is nonmeasurable then Dv is ay-entire for every ay.

10.11. If a>v is measurable then Dv is not ay-entire for any nonmeasurable ay.

Proofs. Suppose Dv is not ay-entire. Then there is an ay-entire filter M

on Dj, that is not fixed. Since Dv is discrete, then Z^(Dy) is just the collection

of subsets of Dv and thus M is an ultrafilter. Then by [GJ, 12.2] there is a non-

zero finitely additive {0, 1 {-valued set function associated with AC Since M is

ay-entire and hence ay-entire, it follows that this set function is actually a

measure on D^. Since M is not fixed, it follows that ay = crdn Dv is measurable.

Conversely if o>v is measurable then there is a free measure on Dv and the

associated ultrafilter M is a free maximal Z^-filter for every ay. If ay is non-

measurable then the measure is ay-additive by [GJ, 12.3(a)] and it follows that

M is ay-entire; thus Dv is not ay-entire.

We now examine the ay-total spaces, which possess some properties analo-

gous to those of pseudocompact spaces.

10.12. If fchr X < ay then X is compact if and only if X is ay-entire and

O)'-total.

A space X is (ojv, oy)-compact if every open cover of cardinal < cov has a

subcover of cardinal < ay; for example, the countably compact spaces are the

(o)j, a>0)-compact spaces in this sense.

10.13. An (&y+1, a>0)-compact space is ay-total.

Proof. Suppose X is not ay-total and A is a maximal Z^-filter such that

Al = /[A] is not ay-entire. Then there is an ay-partition Ißjig«^ of X such that

A contains no Bg. It follows that each Bg is disjoint from some Cg € Z^(X)

such that Cg e A. Now Hs     Cs = 0 since Ug<cü  Bg = X, yet no finite
• ^ i

intersection of the Cg is empty. It follows that the cover (X - Cgjg<<u  of X has

no finite subcover.

11. The extension (u^X, u^). The process for C^(X) analogous to the

formation of the Hewitt realcompactification for C(X) assumes an even greater

importance in view of the nonuniqueness of extension of functions to oj„X.
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11.1. Every fixed maximal m-ideal in C^X) is ay-entire.

Letting U^X be the subspace of oyX whose points correspond to ay-entire

ideals it follows from 11.1 that the inclusion ay: X —« oyX restricts to ly:

X —» lyX. Also for each p e V^X and / e CM(X) define iy(/) = 8, where

/IS) e M".
11.2. For each ay the function / —» ü^(/) is an isomorphism of C^(X) onto

C (u X), and iy(/) is the unique g e C^iv^X) for which gvß = f.

Proof. To see that  U (/) is a map note that U JjflSJ = \p 6 jyX: f~\8) € Mp

- clu v viJ.f~(o)]; thus by 3-1 the function iy(/) is a map. Also clearly

v/J<f)Vfl = f and / —» u^/) is one-one. Now suppose g e C^v^X) and f^gv^.

If p e u^X then /*18) e 1MP for some 8 and it follows that  p e cl^ i^t/MS)].

If g(p) ^ « then g~[Fu - UW is a neighborhood of p 6 v X. Thus ^F,, - n

V Jif^iS)] / 0 from which it follows that f ^ 8. Thus g(p) = ^(/Xp) for each

p e uMX.

11.3. The space V „X is a>„-entire.

Proof. The isomorphism constructed in 11.2 preserves constant functions and

can readily be shown to preserve ay-entire ideals in either direction. It follows

easily that the o)„-entire ideals on u X are fixed.

11.4. The space X is o>^-entire if and only if v ̂ [X] = v ̂ X.

11.5. The space X is ay-total if and only if v ̂ X = oyX.

11.6. Let fchrX<o),t. Then fchr uliX = fchrX.

Proof. If fchr X < cd   then by 9.1 the map ü   is an embedding of X into

V^X, from which it follows by 3-9 that fchr X < fchr tyX. To see that

fchr v,,X < fchr X note that the closures in V,,X of zero sets of functions in

C^(X) form a closed base for lyX, and as established in 11.2 these are the zero

sets of functions in C,,(v „X).

The most useful property of v ̂ X is its functorial property which is now

developed.

11.7. Let fchr X < ay, fchr V < ay. Then every /: X —» Y has a unique ex-

tension i>,,(/): u,.X—»u,,Y.
t—       /* /—

Proof. For each p £ u^X the ideal / (M^) is an ay-entire ideal N* in

Cß(Y). Define u^/): lyX -»iyY by V fitp) = q where      = /"(M*). Since

Z^[u^V] is a base for closed sets in V Y by 11.6, then it suffices to show that

g VfSO e CjL V^X) whenever g e C (u^Y). To see this it suffices to show that

gv ft) = lyÜ>/), where A = g ty e C^(Y). This latter relation is readily shown.

11.8. The category of ay-entire spaces is an epireflective subcategory of

the category of spaces having frechet character < ay, via the ay-entire exten-

sion X —» O X.

11.9. Remark. The epireflective property of the class of o^-entire spaces
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could have been used to establish 10.3, 10.4, and 10.5. The epireflection tyX

can be constructed by taking the evaluation embedding [WD] of X into

pCy(X)      finding tyX as the intersection of all ay-entire subspaces of the

evaluation product that contains X.

11.10. Remark. Although the class of ay-entire spaces is productive and

closed hereditary it seems unlikely that the class is generated as the closed sub-

spaces of products of a single member, as a Herrlich-Mrowka class of compactness

[HH]. The space F^ certainly does not generate the class in this fashion. The

analogue of Husek's universal space [HK] used to characterize Herrlich's k-

compact spaces is the product of ay copies of F^ with a point deleted; this is a

universal space for a class other than that of ay-entire spaces.

12. Compact-small supports. A subset V of X is compact-small if when A

is closed in X and A C V then A is compact. The space X is locally compact-

small if every point has a compact-small neighborhood. As is shown in [HS4] a

locally compact space is locally compact-small, and a locally compact-small

regular space is locally compact, but a locally compact-small T2 space need not

be locally compact. It is also shown in [HS4] that a space is open in its Wallman

compactification if and only if it is locally compact-small.

The cozero set of / e C^(X) is the set Sf = X — Zf. The set of functions

with compact-small cozero set is written C*(X).

12.1. Let o>„ > wehr X. Then CfiX) is the intersection of all free maximal

m-ideals.

Proof. Suppose / e C^(X) and / 4 M, where M is a free maximal m-ideal.

Then Zf n Zg = 0 for some g e Al. Then Zg is not compact since M is free,

and it follows that / 4 C£(X). Conversely suppose / 4 C*(X); then there is a

noncompact closed set B C Sf and since ay > wehr X there is g € C^(X) with

B C Zg C Sf. Since Zg is noncompact, g belongs to some free maximal m-ideal

AI, and certainly f 4 M.

12.2. Remark. When ay < wehr X then 12.1 may not hold, as may be seen

by considering CQ(T) and Cq(T) where T is the Tychonoff plank [GJ, 8j]. How-

ever, in this case one replaces C*(X) by the functions / e C^(X) such that any

zero set contained in Sf is compact. This is precisely analogous to [GJ, 4E];

such functions are said to have small support.

The collection C^(X) is an ideal in C^(X) but may not be a subsemiring

since it may have no multiplicative unit. Just as in C(X) one considers the

subsemiring C£(X) of functions that are constant on the complement of some

compact-small set.

12.3. The space X has the weak topology of C£(X) if and only if it is

locally compact-small and fehr X < ay.
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Proof. Suppose X has the weak topology of C£(X). If x e X and for some

/ e C^(X) and some 8 4 fix) the set X - is compact-small, then x has a

compact-small neighborhood. If this does not occur for some x e X then

X - / ""(/(x)) is compact-small for each / e C^(X). In this case consider any open

cover a of X. There is V e a with x e V and thus there are /j, •••»/„ 6

C, (X) and 5,, .... S  6 F   with x e fl(X - /T(8.)) C V. Now it follows that
P -j1 n H" 'It

X — V C U (X - /pC/jXx))), so X - V* is compact, and thus a has a finite subcover

and therefore X is compact, and thus certainly locally compact-small.

Now suppose X is locally compact-small, and fchr X < &y. Let x £ X and

suppose V is a compact-small neighborhood of x. There is / e C^(X) with

x eX-ZfCV, and thus / 6 C*(X) CC£(x). It follows that X has the weak

topology of C^(X).

12.4. Remark. The ra-units in C£(X) are the members with empty zero set,

since /j e C£(X) if and only if / e C£(X), so that the proof of 7.3 applies in

C£(X). It then follows as noted in 8.4 that there is a bijection between maximal

m-ideals in Cf;(X) and maximal filters in the lattice Z[C*;(X)]. It can then be

shown that the Alexandrov one-point compactification of X is the structure space

of C£(X) when X has the weak topology of C^(X). Further details are given in

[HS4]. Note that since Z[C^(X)] = Z[C* (X)], a space has the weak topology of

C^(X) if and only if it has the weak topology of C* (X).
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